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ABSTRACT
A quantitative approach for modeling variable structure decision making organiza-
tions is presented. In these organizations, the interactions between the decisionmak-
ers can change, depending on the task being processed. Using Colored Petri Nets
as the appropriate mathematical formalism, an algorithm is presented for generating
such variable structures. The approach is illustrated through the modeling and de-
sign of a hypothetical Airport Surface Traffic Control System.
* This work was carried out at the MIT Laboratory for Information and Decision
Systems with support provided by the U.S. Office of Naval Research under con-
tract no. N00014-84-K-0519.
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INTRODUCTION
To meet ever increasing requirements of reliability and reconfigurability from users, systems
that adapt the interactions between components to the task being processed have been proposed. As
some patterns of interactions may be more suitable for the processing of a given input than others,
a properly designed variable structure system can be expected to achieve a higher overall perfor-
mance. Theoretical and practical evidence indicates that the control problem can be more easily
solved if some issues are addressed at the plant design level. A good plant design, for example,
may eliminate difficult control problems. However, little is known on how to generate analytically
in some orderly manner system designs that are not just variants of a single structure.
This paper presents a quantitative framework for representing variable structure systems and a
methodology for generating variable structure decisionmaking organizations perceived as distribut-
ed intelligence systems. Teams of human decisionmakers are organized when the task that must be
processed exceeds the cognitive limits of a single individual [1]. Through specialization, individu-
als acquire the capacity to apply relatively complex cognitive strategies to a narrowly-defined task
environment. Through division of labor, substantial cognitive resources can be brought to bear
concurrently on many tasks.
An appropriate mathematical framework is defined based on the theory of Colored Petri Nets
[2], an extension of Petri Net theory [3]. As in Ordinary Petri Nets, a Colored Petri Net is a graph
with two sets of nodes, places and transitions. A transition is denoted by a bar node and describes
a process, while a place is denoted by a circle node and models a buffer between two processes.
The precedence relations between places and transitions are described by the links of the net. In
CPN theory, the tokens represent messages and have an identity, denoted by a set of attributes,
collectively referred to as color. The variable interactions between processes are described by
annotating the links of the net, so thet some tokens are allowed to be carried by an link, while some
others cannot pass. The annotation of the links is based on the language of Linear Algebra.
In the next sections, the key elements of the methodology are presented. First, a mathematical
model of interactions in decisionmaking organizations is presented. A framework is described to
represent variable structure organizations as well as fixed structure organizations. The third section
describes properties of variable structures in the language of Colored Petri Nets. The fourth section
describes the constraints that must be verified by a variable structure to make physical sense. In
the fifth section, the generation of variable structure systems is illustrated for a hypothetical design
of an Airport Surface Traffic Control system. Finally, the sixth section characterizes the set of solu-
tions using a partial ordering of variable structures.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A Decision Making Organization (DMO) is seen as an information processing system that must
perform several functions to accomplish its mission [4],[5]. The functions are divided into individ-
ual tasks, the roles. Each role is a series of repetitive procedures that are prescribed by the require-
ments of the mission, so that each object's activity contributes a little to each of the several func-
tions. The inputs to the system are the observations carried out by the sensors. These items of in-
formation are transmitted to the proper destinations within the organization, they are analyzed, and
the selected response is finally implemented by the effectors. The model is restricted to observa-
tions that are temporally consistent, i.e., observations that refer to the same event with a specific
time of occurrence [6]. It is further assumed that the processing of one set of simultaneous obser-
vations is deterministic, in the sense that there is no uncertainty concerning the sequence of pro-
cessesthta are activated to perform the task.
A DMO has a variable structure if the interactions between the individual decisionmakers can
vary. Conversely, a system for which the interactions cannot vary has a fixed structure. This
paper is restricted to systems whose variability is triggered by the information contained in the
sensors' observations. The goal is to create a Colored Petri Net (CPN) model of the flow of data
from the sources to the roles, the exchange of information between roles, and the communication
of messages to the effectors. A CPN can then be used to assess the effectiveness of a structure,
using the System Effectiveness Analysis methodology as described in [7].
Sensors: A DMO processes data from N sources of information, i.e., N sensors, labeled
Sensor 1 to Sensor N. Sensor n can output one signal or symbol from its associated set of possible
signals, its output alphabet Xn = {xn l , ... ,xnlxnl }, which contains IXnl elements. In the Petri Net
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A transition models the communication of the sensor's observations. The temporal consistency
of the observations is embedded in the fact that all sensors are the output of a single process. This
process has a single input place pO, which is called the external place.
From the system point of view, temporal consistency also implies that the input to the system
is an N-dimensional vector: x = (xl, x2, ... , xN) with components the N independent observations
and where
xe X=XlxX2 x... xXN.
CPN Representation of an Interactions: An interaction is characterized by its pattern of
activation over the set of inputs. Therefore, every interaction is described by a diagonal IXI x IXI
matrix L, with Lii = 1 if the i-th input in the lexicographic ordering of X activates the interaction,
and Lii = 0 if it does not.
In the Colored Petri Net model, an interaction is represented by a link between two transitions
tl and t2, as depicted in Fig. 2. The link indicates that the output of process tl is an input to pro-
cess t2. The place that belongs to the link is an interactional place, which models a communication
buffer. The links are annotated by the matrix L
tl t2
Fig. 2 Link
There are three basic types of interactions in a variable structure.
The permanent links. These are the links for which L is the IXI x IXI identity matrix. Every
input requires this interaction to be processed. By convention, these links are depicted without an-
notation on a CPN model of the system.
The inadmissible links. These are the links for which L is the IXI x IXI null matrix. No input
requires this interaction to be processed. These links are never depicted on a CPN model of the
system
The variable links. These are the links for which L has Os and Is on the diagonal. Some in-
puts require this interaction in order to be processed, while some do not.
Inadmissible links and permanent links are of little interest as far as the coordination of roles is
concerned because the existence of the interaction is not subordinated to the information content of
the input. For variable links, the decision to interact or not is based on the information content of
the input x, and must be simultaneously recognized by the roles that interact . The decision whether
or not to interact must be based on sensors' observations. A Sensor i (an alphabet Xi) is said to be
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effective, if the decision whether or not to interact is based, partially or in whole, on the output of
that sensor. More formally:
Proposition 1: Given a variable interaction described by a diagonal matrix L, the alphabet Xi is an
effective alphabet of the interaction if and only if there exist two signals xi1 and xi 2 in Xi, and (i)
there exists an input x = (xl, x2, ..., xN) in X that activates the interaction, with xi = xi1, (ii)
there exists an input x' = (x'l, x'2, ..., x'N) in X that does not activate the interaction, with
x'i = xi2.
In the CPN model of a variable structure tokens have identity. A token's identity belongs to
X, and x = <xl,...,xN> describes a message that has been generated by the set of simultaneous
observations <xl,...,xN>. The matrix L attached to an interaction describes the set of tokens that
can go through the link. A transition is enabled, if and only if all its input places contain messages
as described by the annotation of its input links. When a transition fires, one token <xl,...,xN> is
removed from each one of its input places and one token of color <xl,...,xN> is created in each
output place.
Interactions: Each role in a fixed structure has been modeled by a subnet with four transi-
tions and three internal places (Fig. 3) [5]. The four stage decisionmaking process consists of four
algorithms SA, IF, CI, and RS. In Figure 3, x represents an input signal from an external source
of information or another role. The Situation Assessment (SA) algorithm processes the incoming
signal to obtain an assessment of the situation. The assessed situation z may be transmitted to other
roles. Concurrently, the role may incorporate one or several signals z" from other parts of the sys-
tem. The signals z and z" are fused together in the Information Fusion stage (IF) to produce the
final situation assessment z'. The next transition, the Command Interpretation algorithm (CI) re-
ceives and interprets possible commands (v') from other roles, which restrict the set of options that
can be consiered and responses that can be generated. The CI stage outputs a command v, which is
used in the Response Selection algorithm (RS) to produce the response of the role, the output y.
This output can be sent to the effectors and/or to other roles in the system. The input stage of a
role may be SA, IF or CI, i.e., all the stages that accept external inputs. The final output stage,
however, must be RS, the stage at which the role selects its response.




Fig. 3 Four Stage Model of a Decisionmaker or Intelligent Node
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Every role in the system might not have access to all the sensors' observations. It might base
its situation assessment on a restricted number of observations. Fig. 4 depicts schematically the in-
teractions between sensors and roles and Sij models a link between Sensor i and Role j, Role j in-
corporates the output of Sensor i to make his situation assessment.
Only certain types of interactions between roles make physical sense in the context of the
model [8]. They are depicted in Fig. 5. For clarity, only the links from the i-th role to the j-th role
have been represented. The symmetrical links from i to j are valid interactions as well.
Communication process




Fig. 4 Interactions Roles-Sensors
The parameter s i models the case in which the i-th role communicates the response it has se-
lected to the external environment through the effectors which are represented by a single transition
with a unique output place, called the sink. Fij is the interaction that occurs when the situation as-
sessment which is produced as an output of the SA stage is sent to the j-th role to be fused with
the assessment of the j-th role, and/or assessments from other roles. Gij depicts the case where
the response selected by the i-th role is the input of the j-th role. Hij shows the sharing of a result.
The i-th role informs the j-th role of its final decision. The j-th role may or may not take this infor-
mation into account. Finally, Cij has been introduced to model hierarchical relationships between
roles. It describes the possibility of role i sending a command to role j.
6
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Fig. 5 Allowable Interactions between two Roles
Matrix representation of interactions: The model of interactions in a variable structure DMO
leads to a unified representation in matrix form. Suppose that a variable structure contains R roles,
N sensors, and that its input alphabet is X = X1 x X2 x...x XN. Then, a variable structure is com-
pletely determined by the six-tuple:
1= (S, s, F, G, H, C) .
· S is a N x R block array, which depicts the flow of information from the sensors to the orga-
nization.
* s is a 1 x N block array that depicts the flow of information from the organization to the ef-
fectors.
* F, G, H, C are four R x R block arrays which model the interactions between roles within
the organization. Fij models the link from the SA stage of Role i to the IF stage of Role j. Gij
models the link from the RS stage of Role i to the SA stage of Role j. Hij models the link
from the RS stage of Role i to the IF stage of Role j. Cij models the link from the RS stage
of Role i to the CI stage of Role j.
* Every block in (S, s, F, G, H, C) is a IXI x IXI diagonal matrix L with Lii = 1 if the i-th input
in the lexicographic ordering activates the link and Lii = 0 if it does not.
If X, N, R are fixed, then the set of all six-tuples I7 of dimensions X, N, R, is called V, the set of
Well Defined Variable Structures (WDVS).
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Fixed structures have been studied in Remy [8]. A fixed structure is determined by two param-
eters, the number of roles, R, and the number of sensors, N. A fixed structure of dimensions N,
R, can be represented by the six-tuple:
= (S', s', F', G', H', C' )
· S' is an N x R array
* s' is a 1 x N array,
* F', G', H', C' are four R x R arrays.
Their entries are in {0,1 }with 1 if the interaction is present and 0 if the interaction is not present.
Here again, if N and R are fixed, the set of all six-tuples S of dimensions N, R is called W, the set
of Well Defined Fixed Structures (WDFS).
PROPERTIES
The mathematical framework is now related to the language of Petri Net theory, which is used
as the formalism within which the design problem is articulated. Some properties of the sets V and
W are stated below:
Proposition 2: Each element of V can be equivalently described in matrix form LI or by a Colored
Petri Net.
There exists a one to one relationship between the representation of a variable structure in ma-
trix form and a CPN model of the structure. One can thus work with the language that is most ap-
propriate for one's needs. The proof is as follows. One transition is created for each process in the
system, and a link is drawn between any two transitions that interact. This information is provided
by the matrix form II. Note, however, that a DMO contains also internal links, which describe the
continuous flow of information within one role, and are not embedded in the matrix form TI. The
key proposition is that the internal links are completely determined by the activation of interactional
links: a link between two internal processes tl and t2 within a role exists if and only if tl has at
least one input link - internal or interactional.
Proposition 3: Each element of W can be equivalently described in matrix form L or by an
Ordinary Petri Net.
The proof for fixed structures is similar to the proof for variable structures.
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Finally, the theory of variable structures is related to the theory of fixed structures through
Proposition 4.
Proposition 4: Any variable structure corresponds to a mapping
H: > x-->W  (x),
which associates with each input in X one and only one fixed structure.
Therefore, the Colored Petri Net model of a variable structure can be represented as a mapping
from X into the set of Ordinary Petri Nets W. In the Petri Net literature, the decomposition of a
CPN into a mapping is referred to as "unfolding" [9], and the translation of a mapping into a CPN
is called "folding", because it yields a more compact representation. Finally, the sets V and W can
be investigated using some partial orderings, which allow one to sort elements in a set.
Proposition 5: The set V of variable structures is ordered by the binary relation ACT, where -I
ACT [I' means that very input that activates an interaction in H activates the same interaction in
I'.
The elements of V can be ordered from the ones with the least activation to the ones with the
most activation.
Proposition 6: The set W is ordered by the binary relation SUB, where I SUB X' means that
every interaction in E is present in X', i.e. the Ordinary Petri Net that represents I is a subnet of
the Ordinary Petri Net that represents X'.
The elements of W can be ordered from the ones that are least connected to the ones that are
maximally connected.
CONSTRAINTS
All the variable structures that belong to V might not model DMOs that make physical sense.
Some generic constraints must be defined on V, to restrict the class of variable structures to those
that are admissible. The generic constraints on V can be divided into two classes. The first class re-
lates the properties of variable structures to the properties of fixed structures, as described in Remy
[8]. The second class is specific to variable structures [10]. The set of variable structures that satis-
fy the generic constraints is called AV, the set of Admissible Variable Structures (AVS).
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Let Il be a variable structure. For any x in X, the fixed structure -I(x) must satisfy:
* (R1) (a) The Ordinary Petri Net that corresponds to 11(x) should be connected, i.e., there
should be at least one (undirected) path between any two nodes in the Net; (b) A directed path
should exist from the external place to every node of the PN and from every node to the sink.
* (R2) The Ordinary Petri Net that corresponds to rj(x) should have no loops, i.e., the structure
must be acyclic.
* (R3) In the Ordinary Petri Net that corresponds to Il(x), there can be at most one link from the
RS stage of a role i to another role j, i.e., for each i and j, only one element of the triplet
{G(x)ij , H (x)ij, C (x)ij} can be non-zero.
* (R4) Information fusion can take place only at the IF and CI stages. Consequently, the SA stage
of a role can either receive observations from sensors, or receive one and only one response
sent by some other role.
* (R5) There cannot be one link from the SA stage of role i to the IF stage of role j and a link
from the RS stage of role i to the SA stage of role j. Such an arrangement cannot deadlock.
Constraint Rl(a) eliminates data flow structures that do not represent a single structure.
Constraint Rl(b) insures that the flow of information is continuous within the organization.
Constraint R2 eliminates fixed data flow structures that contain cycles. This restriction is imposed
to avoid deadlocks and infinite circulation of messages within the organization. Constraint R3 indi-
cates that it does not make sense to send the same output to the same role at several stages. It is as-
sumed that once the output has been received by a role, this output is stored in its internal memory
and can be accessed at later stages. Constraints R4 and R5 ensures that the IF stage is indeed a
stage at which items of information coming from different sources are fused.
· (R6) If the first stage of a role is SA, then each input link in S and G is permanent
* (R7) If the first stage of a role i is IF, then each input link Fji, Hji for j in [..R] is permanent.
* (R8) If the first stage of a role i is CI, then each input link Cji for j in [l..R] is permanent.
* (R9) Let L be a variable link between two stages tl and t2, and let us suppose that Xi is an effec-
tive alphabet of the variable interaction.
* If tl is a SA stage and t2 is a IF stage, then there must be in every I1(x) a directed path from the
place Sensor i to tl, and a directed path from the place Sensor i to the SA stage of the role that
contains t2.
* If tl is a RS stage and t2 is a IF stage, then there must exist in every 1r(x) a directed path from
the place Sensor i to tl, and a directed path from the place Sensor i to the SA stage of the role
that contains t2.
* If tl is a RS stage and t2 is CI stage, then there must exist in every 1I(x) a directed path from the
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place Sensor i to tl, and a directed path from the place Sensor i to the IF stage of the role that
contains t2.
Constraints R6, R7, and R8 proceed from a common rationale. They state that a role at its
input stage does not have any knowledge about the input to the system, and cannot exhibit a vari-
able interaction. Thus, at the SA stage, any link between the sensors and the roles must be fixed.
Similarly, if a role receives the response from another role, the latter must always communicate its
response (R6). Constraints R7 and R8 incorporate the fact that the input stage of a role can be the
Information Fusion or Command Interpretation stages. Constraint R9 states that a variable interac-
tion between two stages tl and t2 must be based on sources of information that are accessed jointly
by the roles that interact. The stage tl must determine, based on some information it has accessed,
whether or not it has to send a message to t2. Similarly, the role that contains t2 must infer from
some of the information it has already received, whether or not it must wait for a message from tl
before initiating process t2. The condition that the information can be accessed is formulated by
checking that there is a flow of information (a directed path) from a source to the stages at which
the information contained in the sensor observation is needed. In other words, an effective source
of information must be accessible.
A system designer can introduce constraints which reflect the requirements of the specific ap-
plication. Some links might be ruled in or ruled out, a certain pattern of variability might be pre-
scribed, or some hierarchical relationships between roles need be preserved. These requirements
can be expressed in a matrix form I' or on a Colored Petri Net.
AIRPORT SURFACE TRAFFIC CONTROL
This section illustrates the specification of requirements for a hypothetical design of an Airport
Surface Traffic Control system (ASTC) at Logan Airport in Boston, Massachusetts.
The ASTC System: ASTC is broadly defined as the portion of the Air Traffic Control system
that is responsible for traffic on the runways and taxiways of an airport. The system consists of
two control positions,-Local Control and Ground Control, which are stationed in the tower cab
using visual surveillance, voice radio, and ground surveillance radars wherever available. Local
Control handles the traffic on the runways and in the airspace in the immediate vicinity of the air-
port, while Ground Control handles the traffic on the taxiways, and, at some airports, issues advi-
sories regarding airplane movement at the ramps. This example deals with the design of a variable
ASTC system that encompasses one Local Controller (LC) and two Ground Controllers (GC),
i.e., a system with three roles. The plan of Logan Airport has been simplified, as depicted in Fig.
6, in order to focus on the issues of the design.
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The airport has three terminals and two runways, A and B. Planes land and take off on run-
ways, and move to and from the terminals on the taxiways. The utilization of the runways depends
on the direction of the wind, the guiding principle being that landings and takeoffs are done
"against the wind." If the wind blows from the North or from the South, Runway A is used. If the
wind blows from the East or the West, planes land and take off on Runway B. Finally, both run- -
ways can be used if wind speed is below a certain limit. Under low wind conditions the runways
are not used in the same way however. Because of noise abatement concerns in the communities
around Boston Harbor, commercial aircraft land and take off from Runway A only. Runway B is





Fig. 6 Plan of Logan Airport
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airport, while the other one, GC 2, monitors the northern sector. Terminals 1 and 2 are monitored
by GC 1, while Terminal 3 is monitored by GC 2. Nine areas have been labeled on Figure 6,
which indicate critical spots of the ASTC system. Intersections 1, 2, and 3 designate dangerous
crossings between taxiways. Intersection 1 lies within the jurisdiction of GC 2 while intersection 3
is under GC l's. Intersection 2, however, stands on the boundary between the northern and south-
ern sectors, and is monitored by both GCs. Intersections 4 and 5 indicate crossings between a taxi-
way and a runway. Intersection 4 is monitored by GC 2, while Intersection 5 is monitored by GC
1. If a plane on a taxiway approaches 4 or 5, a Ground Controller must interact with the Local
Controller to get the status of the runway, and authorize or deny the crossing. Finally, intersections
6, 7, 8, and 9 designate the ends of the runways, the point at which a plane changes jurisdiction
between Ground Control and Local Control.
Five sources of information can trigger variable patterns of interaction in the system:
· Sensor 1: Wind. Wind is a parameter that influences the direction of landings and takeoffs.
This source can take five values: X1 = {0O, E, N, S, W}. N (S, E, W respectively) indicates
that the wind comes from the North (South, East, West, respectively). 0 models low wind
conditions in which both runways can be used.
* Sensor 2 : Runway Status. This source of information models the movements on the run-
ways. Its output alphabet is X2 = {LAA, LAB, TOA, TOB, CL , where LAA indicates that a
plane is landing on Runway A, LAB indicates that a plane is landing on Runway B, TOA the
fact that a plane is taking off from runway A, TOB, the fact that a plane is taking off from
Runway B, and CL the possibility of the runways being clear of any movement. Note that one
and only one runway is used if the output of Sensor 1 is E, N, S or W. Either runway can be
used under low wind conditions, but safety standards require that there cannot be simultane-
ous use of both runways.
· Sensor 3 : Terminals 1 and 2. This source models a plane leaving Terminal 1 or Terminal 2.
Its output alphabet is X3 = {DP1, NDP1 } where DP1 models a departure from Terminal 1 or
Terminal 2, and NDP1 indicates that no plane is departing. Note that a departing plane must be
directed to a runway. If either runway is available, Ground Controller 1 must ask the Local
Controller where to direct the plane.
* Sensor 4: Terminal 3. Similarly, this source models a plane leaving Terminal 3. Its output al-
phabet is X4 = {DP3, NDP3 , where DP3 models the case in which one plane is leaving, and
NDP3 the case in which no plane leaves. Note that GC2 must ask the Local Controller where
to direct the plane in case of low wind conditions.
* Sensor 5 : Conflicts. This source of information models the existence of conflicts at the
boundaries of the northern and the southern sectors. Its output alphabet is X5 = {C, NC}
where C indicates that there is some conflict in the area that is monitored by both Ground
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Controllers, whereas NC models the absence of conflict.
The set of inputs to the system is
X =X1 x X2 x X3 x X4 x X5.
The set of inputs contains 5 * 5 * 2 2 * 2 = 200 elements. Recall that these inputs model only the
parameters that necessitate or influence coordination between roles. They do not describe complete-
ly the parameters that are processed by one role only.
System Requirements: Constraints are expressed to restrict the set of solutions to the design
problem from AV to those AVSs that are relevant for ASTC. These constraints are translated into
the language of Colored Petri nets on Fig. 7. To ease the readability of the net, a link that has been
ruled out has not been represented, a link that is permanent is drawn with a bold line without anno-
tations, a link whose variability is imposed has been drawn with a bold line, and a degree of free-
dom of the design is depicted by a plain line.
* Constraints on S: It is assumed that each role knows the direction of the wind, the output of
Sensor 1. The output of Sensor 2, the status of the runway(s), is known by LC only. The output
of Sensor 3, the status of Terminals 1 and 2, is monitored by GC 1, but not by GC 2. LC may or
may not have access to that source of information, for example, by looking at departure strips on a
monitor or by knowing in advance the planning of departures. Similarly, the output of Sensor 4,
that is the status of Terminal 3, is monitored by GC 2, may or may not be known by LC, and is
not surveyed by GC 1. Finally, the conflicts at the boundaries of the northern and southern sec-
tors, the output of Sensor 5 are only known to the GCs.
* Constraint on s: Every role has to produce a response to be the sent to the planes under its ju-
risdiction, and each role must have a fixed link from its RS stage to the effectors.
* Constraints on F: No constraints are imposed on sharing information between Ground
Controllers or from a GC to LC. Some constraints are imposed on the exchange of information
from LC to the GCs, because LC must inform the GCs of the Runway Status. There is no need
for fixed interactions because the utilization of the runways does not always create conflicts or dan-
gers in both the northern and the southern sectors. If the wind is N or W, the landing planes leave
the runway at 6 or 7, under the jurisdiction of GC 2, and head for the terminals through intersec-
tions 1 and 4, all monitored by GC 2. The departing planes take off from 8 or 9. The way they fol-
low on the taxiways to intersections 8 and 9 is mainly under the jurisdiction of GC 1, and they can-
not cross the runway that is used. Therefore, GC 2 only needs to be informed by LC.
Symmetrically, if the wind is E or S, GC 1 needs to be informed only by LC. If Runways A and
B are in use, however, both GCs must be informed, because each GC monitors an intersection (4
or 5) between a runway and a taxiway.
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Fig. 7 Colored Petri Net model of the Constraints
These constraints can be summed up by stating that the interaction between the SA stage of LC to
the IF stage of GC1 is activated by a matrix L1. The non null entries of L1 correspond to the case
xl= E or S or 0. Similarly, the interaction between the SA stage of LC to the IF stage of GC 2 cor--
respond to the the case xl 1 = N or W or 0.
* Constraint on G: Every SA stage receives some sensors' observations, therefore all links be-
tween RS stages and SA stages must be ruled out.
* Constraint on H: All links from the RS stages to the IF stages have been ruled out. The ratio-
nale is that a output of a role is a command to be executed, a resolution of a conflict or an answer to
a request. Therefore, the communications of responses to roles are most appropriately modeled by
the links from the RS stages to the CI stages.
· Constraint on C: It is assumed that GCs cannot issue commands to LC because the movements
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on the runways have priority as far as safety is concerned. Second, GC 2 cannot issue a command
to GC1, whereas GC 1 may issue one to GC 2. GC 1 covers a larger geographical area than GC 2,
and may need to restrict the courses of action of GC2 to solve the conflicts in its own jurisdiction.
Finally, in the case of low wind conditions, LC must inform the GCs when a plane leaves a termi-
nal. The link from the RS stage of LC to the CI stage of GC 1 is thus activated forxl = 0 and x4 =
DP3. This variability has been indicated by the matrix L3. Similarly, the link from the RS stage
of LC to the CI stage of GC 2 is activated for xl = 0 and x3 = DP1.This variability has been
represented by matrix L4.
CHARACTERIZATION OF
THE SET OF SOLUTIONS
A solution to the design problem is any AVS that satisfies the user-defined requirements.
Application of the methodology proves (a) that the task of determining the set of solutions can be
carried out quantitatively using the:formalism of the CPN theory and (b) that the set of solutions
can be characterized without having to do a computationally expensive, and practically infeasible,
exhaustive enumeration. The set can be determined from its boundaries, i.e., its minimal and maxi-
mal solutions. A solution fl0 is minimal in V if it is not possible to have a variable structure I,
with H1 ACT o0, without violating one of the constraints R1 to R9. A solution H ° is maximal in V
if it is not possible to have a variable structure H, with flo ACT H, without violating one of the
constraints R1 to R9. The next propositions lead step by step to a characterization of the set of so-
lutions.
Proposition 7: Consider the fixed structure, called the Universal Net, which contains all the interac-
tions that have not been ruled out at the design specification stage. Then, for every x, 1I(x) must
be a subnet of the Universal Net.
The Universal Net in the ASTC example is depicted on Fig. 8.
Then, an analysis of the user-defined constraints is performed to determine the correlation of
the links' activations, as imposed by the user-defined requirements. This yields:
* A partition of the set of inputs X into k elementary sets of inputs EX i, i = 1..k.
* A characterization of k disjoint subsets in W, Wi, i = 1..k.
· The condition that each input in EX i must be assigned to a
unique structure in W i, Zi .
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Fig. 8 Universal Net
In the ASTC example, there are six elementary sets of inputs, which correspond to differ-
ent patterns of activation for Link 1, the link from SA of LC to IF of GC1; Link 2, the link from
SA of LC to IF of GC2; Link 3, the link from RS of LC to CI of GC 1; and Link 4, the link from
RS of LC to CI of GC2.
* EX1 contains all the inputs with xl = N or xl = W. For those inputs, Link 1 must be activated
and Links 2, 3, 4 must not be activated.
* EX2 contains all the inputs with xl = E or xl = S. For those inputs, Link 2 must be activated,
and Links 2, 3, 4 must not be activated.
* EX3 contains all the inputs with xl = 0, x3 = DP1, and x4 = DP3. For those inputs, Links 1,
2, 3, 4, must be activated.
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* EX4 contains all the inputs with xl = 0, x3 = DP1, and x4 = NDP3. For those inputs, Links
1, 2, 4, must be activated, while Link 3 is not activated.
* EX5 contains all the inputs with xl = 0, x3 = NDP1, and x4 = DP3. For those inputs, Links
1, 2, 3, must be activated, while Link 4 is not activated.
* EX6 contains all the inputs with xl = 0, x3 = NDP1, and x4 = NDP3. For those inputs, Links
1, 2, must be activated, while Links 3, 4 are not activated.
The elements of every subset W i, i = 1..k, can be characterized using simple information
flow paths. A simple information flow path is a directed path without loops from the external place
of the Universal Net to the sink.
Proposition 8: 2 is a fixed structure that belongs to Wi, i = l..k, if and only if Z lies between a
maximal element and a minimal element in Wi:
3 Z1 and 22 such that 21SUB I SUB 2
and Z is a union of simple information flow paths of the Universal Net.
A candidate solution is an AVS that satisfies all constraints of the design but R6 to R9.
Candidate solutions are characterized by Proposition 9.
Proposition 9: An AVS verifies all constraints of the design but R6 to R9 if and only if I lies
between a maximal candidate solution and a minimal candidate solution:
3 Ill and 112 such that IH1 ACT Il ACT -I2
and Ill is such that for every i, i = l..k,
EXi --> Li, with 3i minimal element in W i
while I12 is such that for every i, i = l..k,
EX i --> Li, with 1i maximal element in W i
The set of AVS that satisfy all constraints of the design but R6 to R9 is completely determined
by its boundaries. Unfortunately, all AVS that satisfy Proposition 9 do not fulfill constraints R6 to
R9. The first reason is that candidate minimal and candidate maximal solutions may not fulfill one
of the constraints R6 to R9. The second reason is that variable structures between the candidate
maximal and the minimal solutions have variable links in which some effective alphabets are not
accessible. However, the set of solutions is completely determined by its minimal and maximal so-
lutions, as described by Prop. 10.
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Proposition 10: The set of solutions can be divided into families of solutions. A family contains all
the structures that have the same permanent input links. One family corresponds to a layer of par-
tially ordered sets. In each layer, the AVS have the same accessible alphabets. The layers are sorted
in increasing number of accessible alphabets. Within one family, HI is a solution if and only if lI
fulfills Proposition 9; II is bounded by at least one minimal and one maximal solutions that have
the same accessible alphabets:
fH ACT rI ACT 1-2.
and the boundaries of each layer are determined by the maximal and minimal elements of the fami-
ly.
The constraints that are specific to variable structures require that the set of solutions be divid-
ed into subsets of solutions with the same input links (Constraints R6, R7, and R8). The minimal
and maximal solutions determine completely the set of solutions within one family. Between a min-
imal solution and a maximal solution there are several layers of solutions. Each layer has bound-
aries, and any AVS 1) between the boundaries, 2) whose variability is based on the corresponding
accessible alphabets, is a solution to the design problem. Finally, the boundaries are determined by
adding selected links of the maximal solution to the minimal solution.
There are four families for the ASTC system. As indicated by Proposition 10, each subset
corresponds to a particular combination of input links. In addition, in this example, there exists a
unique minimal element, a unique maximal element, and two and only two layers in each family.
The first family corresponds to the AVS in which LC does not have direct knowledge of the depar-
tures at the terminals. The second family corresponds to the structures in which LC has direct
knowledge of planes departing from Terminals 1 and 2, but not of the departures from Terminal 3.
The third family corresponds to the structures in which LC has direct knowledge of planes depart-
ing from Terminal 3, but not of the departures from Terminals 1 and 2. The fourth and final subset
corresponds to those structures in which the LC has direct knowledge of planes departing from
Terminals 1, 2, and 3. Only this family of solutions is presented here, because of length require-
ments. The unique minimal solution is represented in Fig. 9, the maximal solution is depicted in
Fig. 10, and the intermediate boundary is shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 9 Minimal Solution
Five links constitute the degrees of freedom from the minimal solution to the maximal solution:
· Link A, the link from the SA stage of GC1 to the IF stage of GC 2.
* Link B, the link from the SA stage of GC2 to the IF stage of GC1.
· Link C, the link from the RS stage of GC1, to the IF stage of GC2.
· Link D, the link from the RS stage of GC 1 to the IF stage of LC.
· Link E, the link from the RS stage of GC 2 to the IF stage of LC.
As stated, there are two layers of solutions. The higher layer is composed of those structures
that are above the intermediate boundary, while the lower layer is composed of those that do not. If
17 is above the intermediate boundary, then the variability of Links A and B can be based on the
observations of Sensor 1 exclusively; Link C can based on the observations of Sensors 1, 3, and 4
exclusively; Link D can be based on the observations of Sensors 1 and 3 exclusively; and Link E
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can be based on the observations of Sensors 1 and 4 exclusively. If I' is above the minimal solu-
tion without having
Intermediate Boundary ACT FI
then Links A, B and C can be based on the observations of Sensor 1 exclusively; Link D can be
based on the observations of Sensors 1 and 3 exclusively; and Link E can be based on the observa-:
tions of Sensors 1 and 4 exclusively.
The difference between the two layers relates to the alphabets that can be accessed to coordi-
nate a variable interaction at link C. The structures in the lowest layer can only coordinate a variable
interaction at link C based on the direction of the wind, while the structures in the second layer, can
base the variability on the planes that leave the terminals as well as the wind. The structures in the
lowest layer are less flexible between ground Controllers; on the other hand, each GC processes
less information, and might thus perform its role more efficiently.
Runway status 
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Fig. 10 Maximal Solution
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Fig. 11 Intermediate Structure
This family of solutions to the ASTC design problem can be interpreted as follows. If Local
Control knows when planes leave terminals, then there are many ways to design an organization
that coordinates its tasks correctly, as indicated by the degrees of freedom on the activation of
Links A to E. Each Ground Controller can have a variable interaction with Local Control that is
based both on the wind direction and on the departures from the terminals. Similarly, the Ground
Controllers can have many interactional patterns. Furthermore, the existence of two layers shows
that the issuance of an advisory regarding a command by GC1 to GC2 can be elaborated either on
one sensor, or three sensors. The framework quantifies precisely, through the layers, the sources
of information on which variable interactions can be based. Finally, the methodology leaves open
to the designer the choice of a particular structure in this family. It describes exclusively the param-
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eters (minimal and maximal elements, intermediate boundaries) that characterize the set of solu-
tions.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a quantitative methodology for modeling variable structure decisionmaking orga-
nizations and for characterizing the set of solutions to a particular organizational design problem is
presented. The class of structures considered process deterministically a set of simultaneous obser-
vations. This methodology models variable structures with Colored Petri Nets, which are used as
the basic mathematical framework to generate the set of structures that satisfy design requirements.
The designer of a system can describe his degree of knowledge about the requirements in a matrix
form that is translated into the language of Colored Petri Nets. Then, the set of variable structures
that satisfy the designer's requirements as well as some generic constraints is characterized. This
methodology provides a basic step towards the modeling and analysis of more realistic decision-
making organizations.
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